
▪ Martin M 

Robert was able to come out to my house quickly. He was on time, did a great job, used a mask and 

gloves and is very affordable. Everything you could want in a handyman! 

 

▪ Kristie B 

Tom stained my deck, front door and bench. He did a great job and his pricing was fair. Very clean and 

timely in starting and finishing the projects. Would highly recommend him. 

  

▪ Brittany D 

Repair was completed in a timely fashion, quality work, paint was matched perfectly, promptly 

responses. A huge bonus for us...in our absence he intercepted the roof inspector who was about to file a 

fail report, promptly contacted us and helped organize the last minute repairs and reinspection to get 

our inspection completed. 

  

▪ Alison M 

Robert did a great job installing a new storm door for me, removing an exterior light fixture and making 

a small roof repair. I will definitely call him again. 

  

▪ Morgan L 

Rob was a pleasure to work with. I have a rental in Colorado though I live out of state. Rob sent me 

photos and texts and then called me to discuss the project when it turned out to not be as 

straightforward as we expected. I went with Rob after getting an outrageous quote from an air 

conditioning company. He consulted with the tenants, who had watched a sells rep from the other 

company investigate the unit. I appreciate that, because handyman do not always take tenants 

seriously. In addition, it was a hot day, so he brought over a window air conditioner of his and set it up 

so that the tenants would stay cool while he worked. Rob will be my first call anytime something breaks 

in the future. 

  

▪ Steef S 

Tom is Handy just finished fixing some cracks in the stucco on our house. I was particularly impressed 

with the quality of his work and his creative approach to fixing a couple of nasty stucco problems. He 

was very responsible, on time, professional and reasonably priced. I highly recommend him! 

  

▪ Jesus S 



Rob recently rebuilt a deck around our hot tub. The communication was great, I appreciated the 

questions and concerns that were raised. The quality of work was excellent, I noticed the sturdiness of 

the deck right away. The only issue we rain into is that our project took 2+ days longer than expected, 

but that was overshadowed by the quality of the structure. 

  

▪ Stacy L 

We hired Rob for some roofing repairs and we were very impressed! When you hire someone by the 

hour, you wonder how long is it going to take. Rob estimated 3 hours and was very conscientious of the 

time. He finished the job as estimated and the work was great. Will definitely use him again for other 

projects. 

 

▪  Scott F 

 I have been so impressed with the breadth of work Rob does. For me he has done plumbing, put on a 

new drier belt, laid a brick path, fixed our pond, put on a towel rack, pulled up carpet and helped to put 

it back down, moved furniture, and did some great work in the garden. He has a 'can-do' attitude and if 

he doesn't know how to do something he hops on YouTube and figures it out. His pricing is very 

reasonable for the good work he does. He has saved me lots of money! I highly recommend his services! 

  

▪ JR D 

Fantastic customer service! Same day response; willingness to accommodate my bank’s payment 

method; quality work and communication; genuine, friendly and professional attitude- all these added 

up to the best customer service experience I’ve had in a long time. Good customer service is practically 

nonexistent in America today but not with “Tom Is Handy”. My broken window was a small task but 

“Tom Is Handy” treated it with equal importance as any other job. I am looking forward to calling this 

handyman service again! 

  

▪ Lisa L 

Tom is Handy has helped me many times. He has painted, replaced a pair of towel racks, removed a 

rusted hose, and helped me pick up, transport and move a big table, two couches and a chair. I have 

more work for him to do, and am glad to have his help! Will definitely use his services again! 

  

▪ George W 

I'm pretty sure Rob can do anything! He's been most helpful with everything from electrical to errands to 

stonework and gardening.. He even tackled a repair of our pond pump. He never complains, even when 

helping to move heavy furniture up long flights of curved steps. What I appreciated most is his 

resourcefulness. Rather than ever saying, "I don't do that," he simply figures it out and seems to even 

enjoy expanding his skill set. Always cheerful, and his work... works! 


